
Deante Nerez 550
Dřez z nerezové oceli, určen pro montáž na zavěšení na zeď nebo k zapuštění do

linky. Hloubka vaničky 20 cm. Dřez určen do technických prostorů.

EAN: 5907650876519

2 490 Kč
2 058 Kč bez DPH

The technical single-chamber sink Deante Stainless Steel 550 is made by the well-known Polish sink
manufacturer Deante. Deante has been on the market for over 30 years, representing a guarantee of
quality.  Deante brand products are called ProEco, which means that they use natural materials for
production. The company is also environmentally friendly, using Eco packaging.

The Nerez 550 sink is made of stainless steel (steel 340) with a thickness of 0.8 mm. The sink is designed
for technical rooms, garages, cellar spaces, cleaning rooms, laundries, or for manufacturing plants.

The stainless steel Technical Sink 550 can be mounted on the wall, so a worktop is not necessary. The
sink has a pre-drilled hole for the faucet. Additional holes can be drilled in the sink, for example, for a
soap dispenser or a jar.

The  Deante  Nerez  550  technical  sink  chamber  is  resistant  to  scratches,  thermal  shock,  or  high
temperatures (up to 250°C). You can safely wash garden tools, pour boiling water, or place warm
dishes in the sink. The surface of the chamber does not retain odors, is resistant to all kinds of dirt, and
has antiseptic properties.

Key features of the DEANTE NEREZ 550 kitchen sink

technical sink made of stainless steel with a thickness of 0.8 mm
The Deante Nerez 550 has a 2-year warranty.
The sink is intended for technical rooms, laundries, garages, or for production plants.



labeled as a so-called work sink
practical shape of the container and its depth
resistant to scratching, thermal shock, or high temperatures (up to 250°C)
Eco packaging environmentally friendly
The sink is designed for wall mounting or for installation into the countertop.
suitable for a cabinet of 60 cm
1 piece of stainless steel plugs included in the package
triple quality control

Parts of the packaging:

Sifon
Assembly brackets
Release.
Cover of the hole



Parameters
Basic parameters
Sink type: Single sink
Sink shape: Rectangular
Orientation: Without orientation
Sink material: Stainless steel
Width of the kitchen cabinet: 60 cm
Sink mounting type: On the wall.
Sink style: Technical sinks
Drain the sink.: 5 cm
Product TARIC code: 73241000
Others
Eccentric control of the drain: No
Pre-drilled hole for: Battery
Possibility to drill another hole: No
Warranty: 2 years
Dimensions of the main tray (cm)
Width of the basin: 39.7
The length of the bathtub: 49.4
Depth of the bathtub: 20
Minimum width of the cabinet: 60
Round sink: No
The average size of the basin.: No
Sink dimensions (cm)
Width of the sink: 49.5
Sink length: 55
Sink depth: 20
Sink weight (kg): 1.9
Dimensions of the sink package (cm)
Width of the packaging: 53
Height of the packaging: 25
Depth of the packaging: 64
Weight including packaging (kg): 2.45



  

  

  

  


